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Elvia Dalila Cabrera-Ardon and Angel Aristides Castellanos-Cabrera 

petition for review of the Board of Immigration Appeals’s decision denying 

them asylum and withholding of removal. The petition is DENIED. 

Cabrera-Ardon and her son Angel are natives and citizens of 

Honduras. They applied for asylum and withholding of removal based on past 

and future persecution due to Cabrera-Ardon’s membership in a particular 

social group consisting of “Honduran female[s] that [were] in a relationship 

with a gang member.” The immigration judge and the Board of Immigration 

Appeals (“BIA”) concluded that this was not a cognizable “particular social 

group” under 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42)(A) and therefore denied their 

application. 

In their petition for review, the petitioners now abandon any argument 

related to the particular social group of “Honduran female[s] that [were] in 

a relationship with a gang member.” Therefore, we need not consider 

whether such a particular social group could be cognizable. See Thuri v. 
Ashcroft, 380 F.3d 788, 793 (5th Cir. 2004) (per curiam) (explaining that a 

claim is waived when it is not raised in the petition for review).  

Instead, the petitioners argue that Cabrera-Ardon belonged to a 

different particular social group that was cognizable—“Honduran females.” 

But the petitioners did not make this argument to the BIA. Therefore, they 

failed to exhaust their administrative remedies and this court is deprived of 

jurisdiction to consider the argument. Avelar-Oliva v. Barr, 954 F.3d 757, 766 

(5th Cir. 2020); Omari v. Holder, 562 F.3d 314, 317 (5th Cir. 2009).  

Because we lack jurisdiction to consider the petitioners’ presented 

argument and they have abandoned all others, the petition for review is 

DENIED. 
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